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While in Alaska, Sarah Mason is mistaken for the notorious Selena Menendez, America’s number one bad
girl.
Not only is Selena wanted by the U.S. Marshals and the FBI, but also by an organized crime boss. With an
identical look-alike, Sarah has to assume they’re twins. The tall rough-edged marshal who arrested her will not
listen to reason. When they reach Anchorage and he runs her prints, he’ll be forced to apologize for his
mistake. Too little, too late. She’s suing the jerk for all he’s worth. After being stranded in the wilderness,
Sarah finally convinces the arrogant marshal she’s not his fugitive. She fights her attraction for him, because
he’s not about lasting relationships, and she wants more than a romp in his bed. Braden Wolfe likes Sarah, but
that’s as far as it can go. She has the face of the fugitive who killed his mentor and best friend. After a bad
marriage and the loss of his five year old son, he swears he’ll never go through that kind of pain again. Hate
and revenge fuel him. He hardens his heart from any feelings for Sarah.
He has no intentions of seeing her once they’re rescued and she returns to Memphis. But after she’s gone,
he’s miserable. When Menendez and her gang are spotted outside Memphis, Braden races to reach Sarah
before her psychopath sister has a chance to harm her. His motives become unclear. Is he truly there to protect

Sarah? Or is capturing her evil twin more important? But the crime boss who wants Menendez has his own
agenda.

